For any homomorphism V on the space of symmetric functions, we introduce an operation which creates a q-analog of V . By giving several examples we demonstrate that this quantization occurs naturally within the theory of symmetric functions. In particular, we show that the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions are formed by taking this q-analog of the Schur symmetric functions and the Macdonald symmetric functions appear by taking the q-analog of the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions in the parameter t. This relation is then used to derive recurrences on the Macdonald q, t-Kostka coefficients.
Introduction
The Hall-Littlewood and Macdonald symmetric functions are two examples of families of symmetric functions that depend on a parameter q such that setting this parameter q equal to 0 yields one class of symmetric functions and setting the parameter q equal to 1 yields a multiplicative basis. There are other other classes of symmetric functions with the same property, and in this article we will show that practically any of these families are instances of the same q-twisting of the symmetric function found by setting q = 0.
This remarkable fact has lead to a completely elementary proof of the polynomiality of the q, t-Kostka coefficients [GZ] and in this article we use the very same observation to derive a combinatorial recurrence on these coefficients as well as algebraic formulas for operators which add a column to the partition indexing a Macdonald symmetric function.
The first section of this article will introduce some necessary notation and the definition of this q-analog. In the second section we give several examples where it arises. Some examples will be nothing more than showing that V q for some V is a formula which is well known in the literature. Other examples present some completely new equations, the most important of which will concern the relation of the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions to the Macdonald symmetric functions (Theorem 2.10). This section will show that this single q-analog appears in the creation of several different classes of Schur positive symmetric functions.
In the third section we derive some formulas related to an operator which adds a column to the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions. The q-analog of this operator adds a column on the Macdonald symmetric functions. In the fourth section these equations are used to give a formula for the action of this operator on the Schur basis giving a combinatorial rule for computing the Macdonald symmetric functions (i.e. a 'Morris-like' recurrence for the q, t-Kostka coefficients).
A partition of n is a sequence of non-negative integers λ = (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ 3 ≥ · · ·) such that i λ i = n. The length of a partition is the largest index i such that λ i is non-zero and it will be denoted here by ℓ(λ). A partition will be drawn as a sequence of rows of boxes aligned at the left edge with λ i cells in the i th row. We will use the French convention and draw these diagrams with the largest row on the bottom and the smallest row on the top. The conjugate partition λ ′ is the sequence whose i th entry is the number of cells in the i th column of the diagram for λ.
The partition will be sometimes be identified with it's diagram in the sort of language that is used. For instance, the operations of adding rows or columns to partitions indexing bases for the symmetric functions are important here. the notation (m, µ) is used to represent the sequence µ with a part of size m prepended, which will be a partition as long as µ 1 ≤ m. The notation 1 m |µ will be used to represent the partition (µ 1 + 1, µ 2 + 1, . . . , µ m + 1) (as long as ℓ(µ) ≤ m).
For a cell s that is in the i th row and j th column of the the partition µ, define the arm and the leg of the cell to be the number of cells that are directly east and north (respectively) of the cell. These two quantities will be represented by a µ (s) = µ i − j and l µ (s) = µ ′ j − i.
Let Λ be the space of symmetric functions with the standard bases for this space, h λ homogeneous, e λ elementary, m λ monomial, f λ forgotten, p λ power, and s λ the Schur symmetric functions defined as they are in [M] . The involution ω that sends p k to (−1) k−1 p k relates these bases by ω(h λ ) = e λ , ω(m λ ) = f λ and ω(s λ ) = s λ ′ . The standard inner product on this space determines the dual bases
where z λ = i>1 i ni(λ) n i (λ)! with n i (λ) equal to the number of parts of size i in λ and we have set δ λλ = 1 and δ λµ = 0 if λ = µ.
For any element f of Λ, let f ⊥ be the operation that is dual to multiplication by f with respect to the standard inner product. By definition we have that for any dual bases {a λ } λ and {b λ } λ , the action of f ⊥ on another symmetric function g is given by the formula
'Plethystic' notation is a device for expressing the substitution of the monomials of one expression in a symmetric function. Assume that E is a formal series in a set of variables x 1 , x 2 , ... with possible special parameters q and t. For k ≥ 1, set p k [E] to be E with x i replaced by x k i and q and t replaced by q k and t k respectively, that is
For an arbitrary symmetric function P , P [E] will represent the the formal series found by expanding P in terms of the power symmetric functions and then substituting p k [E] for p k . More precisely, if the power sum expansion of the symmetric function P is given by P = λ c λ p λ then P [E] is given by the formula
The symmetric functions in the infinite set of variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . will be denoted by Λ X . Λ and Λ X are isomorphic and in this exposition we will identify the two spaces when it is convenient. In plethystic notation, the isomorphism that identifies the two spaces is given by
3 + · · ·. Also use the notation X n = x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x n to represent when a symmetric function being evaluated a finite set of variables. For sets of variables using other letters we use a similar convention.
Let the notation Ω[X] = n≥0 h n [X] represent the generating function often referred to as the Cauchy kernel. We will use the plethystic notation used for symmetric functions with this element as well.
Operators which have the property that they add a row or a column on the partition indexing a symmetric function will be known as 'vertex operators.' The vertex operators that will be used repeatedly are those that add a row to the Schur symmetric functions (due to Bernstein, see [Ze] p. 69, [M] p. 96) and the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions (due to Jing, see [J] , [G] or [M] p. 238). In the third section, the operator introduced in [Za1] that adds a column on the partition indexing a Hall-Littlewood symmetric function will be developed further.
Define the following involution on the space Hom(Λ, Λ) that is a useful tool for deriving identities within the theory of symmetric functions. Let V be an element of Hom(Λ, Λ) and P ∈ Λ. We define the hat of V by the formula
It seems to arise naturally when one considers the sorts of operators that will concern us here (see [Za1] and [Za2] ).
The degree of a symmetric function P ∈ Λ is the highest power of z in P [zX] and will be denoted by deg(P ). If P [zX] = z deg(P ) P [X] then we will say that P is of homogeneous degree.
Use this involution here to define a q-hat of a symmetric function operator. Let V once again be an element of Hom(Λ, Λ) and let F q be defined by F q P [X] = P [X(1 − q)]. Our q-analog is defined when it acts of the symmetric function P ∈ Λ by the formula
It is easily seen that this q-analog has the following fundamental propery.
q-analogs of symmetric functions Remark 1.1. Let V be an element of Hom(Λ, Λ) and create the q-twisting of this operator from formula (1.4), V q , and act this new operator on a symmetric function P [X] to create an expression such as
This q analog has the property that when q = 0, the expression becomes
and if q = 1, then it reduces to the product
This paper is concerned with generalizations of the standard bases, the Hall-Littlewood and Macdonald symmetric functions, which depend on additional parameters q and t. There are two important scalar products on the symmetric functions related to these bases. They are defined by their values on the power symmetric basis.
The Macdonald symmetric functions P µ [X; q, t] are defined by the following two conditions.
for suitable coefficients c λµ and the sum is over all partitions λ which are smaller than µ in the standard dominance order. , t] is the basis that is dual to P µ [X; q, t] with respect to the , qt scalar product. The integral form of the Macdonald polynomials is defined by
(1.7)
The basis H µ [X; q, t] = J µ X 1−t ; q, t will be the form of the Macdonald polynomials that will concern us the most in this article. The expansion of the H µ [X; q, t] basis in the Schur basis for the symmetric functions define the coefficients K λµ (q, t), that is
The Hall-Littlewood basis is defined similarly with respect to the , t scalar product, here let
Examples
Example 2.1.
Schur symmetric functions I
In [Ze] an operator that adds a row to the Schur function attributed to Bernstein is given by S m = i≥0 (−1) i h m+i e ⊥ i . The formula has a very convenient form when expressed in terms of plethystic notation. Let P [X] be a symmetric function in the X variables. Define a generating function of operators given by
. S m is a creation operator for the Schur basis since we have the formula
then this is a q-analog of the operator S m and we may calculate that
Remarkably, this is the formula for the Hall-Littlewood vertex operator of Jing [J] in the notation used by Garsia [G] . These operators have the property that
The fact that H µ [X; 0] = s µ [X] and H µ [X; 1] = h µ [X] follows from the Remark 1.
Example 2.3.
Schur symmetric functions II For any sequence of integers
n . We say that γ is a dominant weight if γ 1 ≥ γ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ γ n . The symmetric group S n acts on any polynomial in the X n variables by permuting their indices. For any σ ∈ S n , set ε σ to be the sign of the permutation. Also set δ = (n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1, 0). Then define for any polynomial f in the x i variables a symmetrization operator π n (f )
When λ is a partition, π n sends x λ to the Schur function s λ [X n ]. When λ is any dominant weight, set s λ (X n ) = π n (x λ ) to be the resulting Laurent polynomial. Let η be a sequence of positive integers whose sum is n (a composition) and define the set of ordered pairs Roots η = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ η 1 +η 2 +· · ·+η r < j ≤ n for some r}. Denote the following formal power series given by the formula
This formal series has an expansion in terms of the Schur functions indexed by all dominant integral weights.
where the sum is over all dominant integral weights λ. The K λµη (q) are known as the generalized or parabolic Kostka polynomials. For a more complete exposition of these polynomials we refer the reader to [KS] [SW ] or [K] . Now consider a composition of the Bernstein Schur function operators S ν = S ν1 S ν2 · · · S ν ℓ(ν) and define H q ν = S ν q . By a similar calculation as given in (2.3), one may show that
In work with Mark Shimozono [SZ] , we demonstrated that H q ν is an operator with interesting properties related to the generalized Kostka coefficients. In particular, for a composition η of k and µ a partition of n with k parts, set µ (i) = (µ η1+···+ηi−1 , . . . , µ η1+···+ηi ), we have that
where the sum is over all dominant weights λ. In particular, when this operator is applied to the symmetric function 1, we arrive at a class of symmetric functions and may set
where the sum is over all partitions λ.
In addition, these operators also seem to be fundamentally related to the new class of symmetric functions referred to as 'atoms' A (k) λ [X; q] (see [LLM] ). In particular, when the partition indexing the operator is a rectangle, it was conjectured that H q (ℓ k+1−ℓ ) is a promotion operator for this class of symmetric functions. By Remark 1, the coefficients H µη [X; q], s λ [X] = K λµη (q) have the property that when q = 1, they are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients c λ µ (1) µ (2) ···µ (k) and when q = 0, the result is 1 if µ = λ and 0 otherwise. It is conjectured that the coefficients K λµη (q) are polynomials in q with non-negative integer coefficients.
Example 2.5.
Homogeneous Vertex Operator
Multiplication by h k is an operator that adds a row to the homogeneous symmetric functions. The q-analog of this operator is once again h k and so this is not particularly interesting. However, in [Za2] we gave a formula for an operator that adds a column on the homogeneous symmetric functions and in [Za1] we gave a combinatorial description of the action of this operator on the Schur function basis. Let H 1 m be a family of operators with the property that
(2.11)
The q-hat of this operator is another example where this q-analog appears naturally within the theory of symmetric functions. It develops that H 1 m q is an operator that adds a column on the the symmetric functions
Theorem 2.6. Let H 1 m be an operator with the property that
Since the summation formula for a homogeneous symmetric function in two sets of variables is given as
, then for a partition λ,
. It follows that (2.12) reduces to
Once again a Schur positive q-analog (q; q) λ h λ X 1−q arises from a Schur positive family of symmetric functions h λ [X]. Remark 1 implies that the limit as q goes to 1 of these symmetric functions is h 1 n [X] when λ is a partition of n and when q = 0 we have that they reduce to h λ [X].
Example 2.7.
Macdonald's Operators
Macdonald introduced operators D r n (see [M] p. 315) such that the Macdonald polynomials P λ [X; q, t] are characterized as eigenfunctions of this family of operators. What we will show is that the Macdonald operators are the q-hat of the same operators with q set equal to 0.
Let T xi be an operator on polynomials with the property T xi P [X n ] = P [X − x i ]. Consider the operator D r n (t) = I⊆{1,...,n}
i∈I,j / ∈I txi−xj xi−xj and the sum is over all subsets I of size r. Now define D r n (q, t) = D r n (t) q , then calculate that .15) and these are the operators D r n as they are defined in [M] . As was presented in Macdonald, set D n (u; q, t) = n r=0 u r D r n . Consider again the Bernstein operators, S m , as they were defined in equation (2.1) and also considerS m = ωS m ω = (−1) m S(−z) z m . From these operators create a q, t analog by applying this parameter deformation twice. SetD m = S m q 1/t and
These families of operators were studied in [GHT] and more extensively in [BGHT] to show the polynomiality of the q, t-Catalan numbers. In particular, when m = 0 it is known that these operators are related to the operators D 1 n and that they have the family H µ [X; q, t] as eigenfunctions. Theorem 1.2 of [GHT] was the following result (translated on the H µ [X; q, t] basis).
Theorem 2.8. (Garsia-Haiman-Tesler [GHT] ) For µ a partition of n, we havẽ
(2.18)
Example 2.9.
Hall-Littlewood Vertex Operator Consider now an operator that adds a column on the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions H λ [X; t]. One such operator was introduced in [Za2] where the combinatorial action on the Schur function basis was discussed and some explicit formulas were presented. We will discuss some of these operators in more detail in the following section. For now we present the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Let λ be a partition such that ℓ = ℓ(λ) ≤ m. Any operator H t 1 m with the property
The most elementary proof of this theorem can be seen in [GZ] and is self contained and uses nothing more than the identities in the original paper of Macdonald.
We present here a short proof that follows by demonstrating that if the theorem is true for one such operator H t 1 m , then it is true for all such operators. Some of the first proofs of the polynomiality of the q, t-Kostka coefficients used operators of this type to show that the q, t-Kostka polynomials satisfied recurrences that did not have denominators. Almost any of the operators given by Kirillov- [LV2] are of this type. We need only one example and the following lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let λ be a partition such that ℓ(λ) ≤ m. Assume that there exists some operator
and
then for any operator H ′t 1 m that satisfies equation (a) will also satisfy equation (b).
Proof . It follows from the definition of the Macdonald symmetric functions and the property that H µ [X; t, q] = ωH µ ′ [X; q, t] that we have the triangularity relation
Consider the expansion of 
(2.20)
The right hand side of this expression is independent of the operator that is used to derive it, therefore absolutely any operator H ′t 1 m that has the property that H ′t [LV2] such that one can set q = 0 without needing to take a limit satisfies the properties of Lemma 2.9 (once transformed to the H µ [X; q, t] basis).
Consider Expression 3 of [LV1] . Let D r I (u; q, t) be the Macdonald operator of equation (2.15) that acts only on the variables x i for i in the set I. A formula for an operator that adds a column of size m on the J µ [X; q, t] basis is given by
where x I here represents i∈I x i . It is easy to demonstrate by acting on an arbitrary symmetric function that
Let F t be an operator that sends the symmetric function H µ [X; q, t] to the symmetric function J µ [X; q, t]. More precisely, for an arbitrary symmetric function P [X] set F t P [X] = P [X(1 − t)] and denote the inverse of this operator F −1 t . Since (3) m (q, t)F t is an operator that adds a column on the H µ [X; q, t] basis.
When q = 0 in the operator B (3) m (q, t) it becomes an operator that adds a column on the Q µ [X; t] basis. That is, we have
m (0, t)F t is an operator that adds a column on the H µ [X; t] basis.
To demonstrate the theorem, it remains to show that the q-hat of F −1 t B
(3)
This follows from the fact that conjugation by F t commutes with the q-hat for any symmetric function operator.
Lemma 2.12. For V ∈ Hom(Λ, Λ) we have
Proof . This follows by acting both the left and the right hand side of this equation on an arbitrary Schur function. ♦ This leads us to several other formulas for operators with similar properties. Consider the following corollary.
Proof . This follows from Theorem 2.10 and the following two identities about Macdonald's symmetric functions.
In the next two sections we will develop this last example in more detail. The observation that the Macdonald polynomials are built up from the q-hat of the operators that build the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions allows us to derive several interesting formulas for these operators.
Ribbons and Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions
In [Za1] we gave a combinatorial formula for the action of an operator which adds a column on the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions. We will recall some of the definitions and theorems from that work and use them to derive some useful formulas.
The definition of a ribbon is a skew partition that contains no 2×2 subdiagrams. For a non-empty partition λ, define λ rc = (λ 2 − 1, λ 3 − 1, . . . , λ ℓ(λ) − 1) (the rc indicates that λ has the first row and first column removed). If R is a ribbon of size m (denoted by R |= m) then R will be equal to λ/λ rc for some partition λ with λ 1 + ℓ(λ) − 1 = m.
Set D(R) equal to the descent set of R, that is the set {i | i + 1 st cell lies to below the i th cell in R } when the cells are labeled with the integers 1 to n from left to right and top to bottom. Therefore every ribbon can be identified with a subset of {1, . . . , m − 1}.
There is a natural statistic associated with a ribbon. Define the major index of a ribbon to be maj(R) = i∈D(R) i. It's complementary statistic will be comaj(R) = |R| 2 − maj(R).
From formula (2.1), S m is an operator which adds a row to the partition indexing a Schur symmetric function. By conjugating S m by ω, one obtains an operator which adds a column. DefineS m = ωS m ω and in plethystic notation, this operator is given asS
Now for each ribbon of size m, define an operator which raises the degree of a symmetric function by m. For R = λ/λ rc set
where λ ′ i is the length of the i th column in λ. This is a combinatorial operator in the sense that all calculations can be computed on the Schur basis using the Littlewood-Richardson rule and the commutation relationsS aSb = −S b−1Sa+1 andS aSa+1 = 0.
The main theorem in [Za1] was the following result. Some elegant relations develop with the hat operation and ribbon operators. Note that it follows directly from the definition that if R is a ribbon of size m and R + is a ribbon of size m + 1 with D(R) = D(R + ) then S R + = S RS 1 . It develops that there is also a recursive method for adding a cell below the ribbon. If R + is a ribbon of size m + 1 such that D(R + ) = D(R) ∪ {m}, then we have the following surprising formula. This theorem can be used to produce the following plethystic formula for a ribbon operator.
Proof . The base case occurs when R is a ribbon of size 1 and this agrees with the formulaS 1 . Assume that (3.3) is correct for all ribbons of size m. If R + |= m + 1 and R |= m such that D(R + ) = D(R), then S R + = S RS 1 and
which agrees with the formula (3.3) for S R + .
Generalized ribbons and Macdonald symmetric functions
Consider the following generalization of the plethystic formulas presented in the previous section. Since we know from Theorem 2.10 that the operator H t Theorem 4.1. The following operator adds a column on the Macdonald symmetric functions
Proof . This follows from Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 3.5. Calculate (4.1) by using equation (3.9) and (1.4) to show
We will develop this operator further and show that the combinatorial definition of a ribbon operator can be generalized and used to give a formula similar to Theorem 3.1.
Let V ∈ Hom(Λ, Λ) be an operator that does not involve the parameter q and let P ∈ Λ that also does not include the parameter q. By setting q = 0 in the expression
Remark that the highest power of q that appears in this expression is the degree of the symmetric function P . By acting V q on a Schur function, it can be seen that
The coefficient of q |λ| in this expression will be the term
The coefficients of q k may be interpreted then as a discrete interpolation between V and V . Define notation for the coefficient of q k of this expression so that
By linearity, this notation may be extended to any operator V that may now depend on the parameter q. This yields the following proposition. 
where V (k) is defined in equation (4.6).
S R (k) can be developed in detail thereby giving a more combinatorial method for calculating the coefficient of q i in a Macdonald polynomial.
Define a notion of a generalized ribbon operator that starts with a ribbon R |= m with R = λ/λ rc and associate with this a sequence v = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m ) with v i ≥ 0. Generalize the notion of a ribbon by setting the 'thickness' of the i th cell of the ribbon to be v i + 1 so that when the sequence consists of m zeros this gives the standard ribbon.
Let ℓ = ℓ(λ) and say that
a generalized ribbon operator. The formulation of these operators leads to a simple construction with a picture, draw the original ribbon and place v i cells either to the left or above the i th cell in the ribbon depending on if i − 1 is a descent of the ribbon. α is the sequence representing the space underneath the diagram and β ′ is the sequence representing the heights of the columns of the diagram. The sign represents the number of cells that are 'underneath' the ribbon. We present a couple of examples to give a better picture of these truly combinatorial constructions. If v = (0, 0, 0, 0), then S (R,v) = S R . If v is one of (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1) then S (R,v) is equivalent to the following ribbon operators (respectively)
The second and fourth generalized ribbons are 0. The second because it contains the operation of adding a row of size d − 1 on a row of size d, and the fourth for the same reason, but in this case a row of size 0 is added on a row of size 1 in the skew part of the operator. Let R = . Now let v = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0) This is represented by the following picture where a dot is placed in each of the cells representing the original ribbon and there are v i cells either to the left or above the i th depending on if i − 1 ∈ D(R) (and the v 1 cells always go above the first cell in the ribbon).
... . ... . . = s ⊥
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Representing these operators with a diagram of this sort works fine if i − 1 is a descent and v i is so large that it creates a negative index in α. Interpret this to mean that skewing by a Schur function with a negative index kills the term and the result is 0.
Note also that some 'straightening' using relation S m S n = −S n−1 S m+1 may be necessary.
Example 4.5. R is as above, but v = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 4, 0, 1, 5). Then R can be represented by the image as one would expect
The final image comes from first straightening the columns of the generalized ribbon and then straightening Schur function that one skews by with appropriate sign changes.
Generalized ribbon operators are related to the original notion of ribbon a ribbon operator by the following easily statable theorem. where the sum is over all sequences v having length m and whose sum is k and the condition that v i ≥ 0 and e v is the elementary symmetric function indexed by the sequence v. It follows that the operator
where here the sum is over all sequences v having length m and non-negative entries, has the property that H qt 1 m H µ [X; q, t] = H 1 m |µ [X; q, t] for ℓ(µ) ≤ m.
Before presenting the proof, we will need a few lemmas that come from the derivation of the ribbon operator. We state them without proof and refer the reader to [Za1] . Proof . (of Theorem 4.6) If a ≥ 0 and v a list then use the convention to denote v with a prepended (resp. appended) by (a, v) (resp. (v, a) ). Let R + be a ribbon of size m + 1 that does not have m as a descent. Also let R be the ribbon of size m such that D(R) = D(R + ). By the definition of S (R,v) , notice that S (R + ,(v,a)) = S (R,v)S 1+a . Now let R + be a ribbon of size m + 1 such that m is a descent. Let R = λ/λ rc be the ribbon of size m such that D(R) ∪ {m} = D(R + ) then remark that R + = (λ 1 , λ)/ (λ 1 − 1, λ rc ). If S (R,v) = (−1) |v| s ⊥ αSβ ′ , then S (R+,(v,a)) = (−1) |v|+a s ⊥ (λ1−1−a,α)S (λ1,β) ′ . It follows from Lemma 4.7 and 4.8 and the commutation relationS mSn = −S n−1Sm+1 that S (R+,(v,a)) = (−1) |λ rc |−|α|+a s ⊥ α S 1+a−λ1S(λ 1,β) ′ = (−1) |λ rc |−|α|+a
Use these two relations to give an inductive derivation of the following plethystic form of the operator S (R,v) . By carrying out nearly the exact same calculation (and using identical notation for Z D(R) c +1 ) as given in Proposition 3.3, derive that Together with equation (4.8) we see clearly that this is equivalent to the formula stated in the theorem. The formula stated for the operator H qt 1 m follows from this derivation, Theorem 2.10 and Proposition 4.2. ♦
